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The latest model of Hyundai Elentra which has hit the Nigerian automobile market is simply a car any person who
desires elegance, comfort and up-to-date technology can&rsquo;t ignore
The 2012 Hyundai Elentra is poised to redefine competition in the Nigerian automobile&rsquo;s compact sedan market.
The new Elentra is elegant, comfortable, economical and practical. It is hyped in the international press as a compactsized sedan with upscale amenities that would make others think that you paid more for it than you actually did. The car
also stands out in the competition with its bold and distinctive elegant curves that bequeath it with a definitive personality.
Other distinctive attributes of the car include its affordable price, comfortable interior, fuel efficient engine as well as a
long list of standard safety features. Parah Kiran, marketing director, Hyundai Motors Nigeria, said that &ldquo;in the
world of look-alike sedans, the Elentra&rsquo;s bold but elegant design sets it miles apart. In fact, its beautifully
appointed interior offers many more reasons why the new Elentra should be at the top of automobile consumers&rsquo;
buying list.&rdquo; The 2012 Elentra, according to Kiran, now comes with a new engine and gear box whose silkysmooth power delivery is as impressive as its fuel efficiency. Its fuel efficiency has improved by seven percent when
compared with its preceding model. Its 1.8 litres four-cylinder engine generates 148 horsepower and 131 pound-feet of
torque. The engine consists of lightweight aluminium. The new Elentra is equipped with six-speed automatic/manual
transmission and front wheel drive. The Elentra&rsquo;s fuel efficiency characteristics go hand in hand with its stylish
exterior that cannot fail to captivate, dazzle and compel onlookers to turn and nod their heads in admiration. In addition,
the new model is also equipped to take care of the users&rsquo; entertainment needs. It is equipped with a powerful
sound system. It is also fitted with facilities that accept USB, iPod and other auxiliary devises that enriched the
car&rsquo;s entertainment menu.
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